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 Safe  Biodegradable  Environmentally Friendly 

TREATMENT AT FUEL STATION – NOTORIOUSLY DIFFICULT TO MAINTAIN 
  

In August, 2013, TERRADIS began treating a 6-bay fuel station owned and operated by a large U.S. national 
chain.   This report highlights the results over 5 weeks.  The product used was TERMINATOR-HSD Concrete 
Cleaner.  This product is lab tested as the most concentrated and effective stain removing product on the 
market for concrete, asphalt and hard porous surfaces. 

BEFORE - Typical Pump Station AFTER – Typical Pump Station 
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“Works hands down better than the product we were using before ” 
- Manager 

“It has been a pleasure working out there.  It has been so much cleaner…”     
- Fuel Station Employee 

Feedback from Store Personnel: 

Summary of Visual Results: 
This particular fuel station is notoriously difficult to maintain, battling daily with excessively leaky 
automobiles.  In spite of this challenging environment, the week to week appearance of all concrete bays 
improved greatly - stains diminished dramatically.  This was to be expected, for with each week an 
additional and cumulative bacteria base was added.   As fresh oil/gas spills occurred, these spills fell on a 
ready base of hungry “petroleum eating bacteria.” 
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7 BENEFITS 
 
 

#1 Faster and more efficient than competition in removing petroleum spills and stains 

Same Pump 14 Days Later  Pump area with Fresh Spills 

TERMINATOR-HSD contains 6X concentration of petroleum eating bacteria 
compared to closest competitor. 

TERMINATOR-HSD contains two proprietary bacteria strands not found in any 
competitor product – these strands are faster and more efficient at “eating” petroleum 

than typical petroleum eating bacteria. 

TERMINATOR-HSD Closest Competitor 

215 
colonies 
formed   

37 
colonies 
formed  

TERMINATOR-HSD CLOSEST COMPETITOR 

Lab Dilution 1:10 million 1:10 million 

Proprietary Strands 2 0 

Colonies  215 37 

Microbes per gram 2.15 billion 370 million 
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#2 Clean Trash Dispenser Areas - TERMINATOR-HSD degrades and removes soda pop and 

food stains from concrete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

#3 Use Less Product over time compared to competitor’s products, due to TERMINATOR’S 

higher concentration and effectiveness. 
 

#4 Minimize Environmental Impact through cleaner stormwater run off. 
 

#5 Absorb and Contain Fresh Spills  -  TERMINATOR-HSD attracts and binds…sticks 

to….hydrocarbons, holding them in place during biodegradation.  Once absorbed, contaminates will 
not migrate away as they biodegrade.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#6 Better Environment for Workers  -  “It has been a pleasure working out there 

restocking product.  It has been so much cleaner…”    - Fuel Station Team Member 
 

#7 Enhanced Brand Loyalty for Fuel Station - attained through cleaner, more pleasant 

environment at fuel stations.  

TERMINATOR-HSD’s Honeycomb Structure for 
Absorbency and Containment 

Fresh Spill Absorbed and Contained 

BEFORE - Trash Area AFTER 34 Days - Same Trash Area 

TERMINATOR-HSD does NOT contain Dolomitic Lime – a non-absorbent, 
inexpensive base material used by competitors. 
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How Does TERMINATOR-HSD Work? 
 

TERMINATOR-HSD is a powder containing a blend of highly concentrated microbes and a proprietary 
absorbent.  The microbes are grown specifically to biodegrade organic compounds including motor 
oil, crude oil, gasoline, diesel, hydraulic fluid, solvents, cooking oil and kitchen grease.  TERMINATOR-
HSD contains proprietary nutrients that stimulate microbial appetite and growth,  
resulting in accelerated remediation of a spill or oil stained area.   
TERMINATOR-HSD is safe, non-toxic and easy to use.  The major by-products  
from the biodegradation process are carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O). 

EASY Weekly Treatments 
• All bays and pump islands treated weekly with TERMINATOR-HSD Concrete Cleaner. 
• Product applied by hand with easy-to-use scoop, then swept into concrete pores 

using fine bristle broom. 
• Typical treatment takes 10 minutes per bay. 

Petroleum Degradation Performance of TERMINATOR-HSD 
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Typical Before Typical After 

Typical Before Typical After 

Additional Pictures 
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